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Do you know the 
WAF ?  
     -By Deguernel Ken- 
 
I don't talk about the canine's 
onomatopoeia but about the 
Woman Acceptance Factor. 
 
 The WAF, also say 
Wife Acceptance Factor , is a 
concept completly serious 
come from the Hi-fi and home 
cinema's industry, in the end 
of the 80's. At this time, the 
manufacturer noticed a 
feminine front against the 
device which invaded the 
living rooms and which were 
formed for men find it 
attractive. In short, a big black 
hi-fi system with a lot of  
button, three remote control, 
six element piled, twenty 
meters of cable, two huge 
amplified studio monitoring 
speakers, it's not WAF. 
Conversly, a trendy hi-fi 
system, sober, wood and 
metal, with some little white 
spherical speakers without 
cable and hidden all over the 
room, with three blue 
luminous button in front, it's 
WAF. 

So, the Hi-fi and Home 
cinema's industrial have 
launch any project of 
« WAFing » of them 
material, like the only 
remote control which make 
it possible to avoid the 
proliferation of the remotes 
control dedicated to a only 
device. They reflate 
themself into the design 
and the ergonomy to vary 
the WAF rate's cursor 
between 0 : not WAF at 
all, and 1 : WAF total. 
 
 Since, another 
industry started the WAF : 
the car industry realized 
the importance of the 
WAF.  Behind, to be 
serious, there is probably 
the independance of the 
woman in the decision 
financial of the couple. 
The time is end, where the 
woman at home awnser to 
the pedlar who come at 
her's place at 3:30 pm : 
« No, I can't buy you this 
object, my husband is not 
here... ».  

 
Today, the woman work, won any money, and spend it 
like she want. And objectively, the preocupation esthetic 
and ergonomic is more feminine than masculine even if 
we don't have to be so manichean in the cliché. 

 The summon WAF of WAF, 
is the Ipod, triumph of the 
ergonomy and design in 
front of  the bag of tricks, 
and huil fart machine, which 
is attractive for the men. Of 
course, all of that is 
completly cliché. All the 
men aren't big hairy geek... 
some men like the harmony, 
the design, the ergonomy... 
It's moreover, more and 
more the case. The crazy 
hacker's time, it's over, when 
we was  seventeen, it's was 
funny... Today, we want the 
technology work now. 
 
 As a result, the 
WAF is become a concept 
for us, the men ! There we 
have the impression 
somebody gonna sell you a 
formula one, or a electric 
shaver... The WAF is 
become the Masculine 
Acceptation Factor, for 
exemple : do the shopping, 
it's WAF ; go drink a beer 
after the work with the 
colleage, it's not WAF... 
WAF or not WAF, that is 
the question would wonder 
Hamlet in our time. 

It's very ludic to use the 
WAF, and you can use it 
yourself in your day to day 
life : buy a new computer 
when the last have less than 
six month, not WAF 
especially if it is on the 
living-room ; buy a new 
furniture with an aspect 
more design to put your CD, 
it's WAF ; the holidays at 
mother-in-law place : WAF 
; the holidays in a relaxation 
center with a lot of beautiful 
lady : not WAF. 
 
 In short, all in the 
couple life can be judged 
WAF or not WAF. Of 
course, this presupposes that 
you are in couple, and the 
use of the WAF become a 
game to do vary an activity 
not WAF, to an activity 
WAF total.. 
 
 Now, the only 
question you have to ask to 
yourself is « read this paper 
is WAF or not WAF in your 
couple » ?!? 

 

     

Cat : DEAD & ALIVE ! 
     -By Lechevalier Anthony & Cléradin Rémi- 
 
 
 Erwin Schrödinger was a quantum physician who created an expericence which put a cat in a state of death 
and life in the same time. The expericence consist of put a cat in a box with a radioactive detector which 
remark the cell crumbling, that release the destruction of a bottle contening a radioactive product whose aim 
is to stop the cell crumbling. In this way, the cat is theoreticaly in a state of death and life. 
     However, it's not so easy !  
                                             Read More in Science C4 

 

 

Olympic Games : Cancelled or not 
Cancelled ? 
     -By Liabeuf Noé- 
 
In summer 2008, there will be the Olympic  Games, this 
year, they take place in Pekin. But, organistors and builders  
get behind this evenement.  Moreover, there is the problem 
of the pollution which can perturb the  athlets' performance. 
What are  solutions for this problem ?... Read More In 
Sport D3 
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